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Background
• The “Georgetown County Behavioral Health Task 

Force” was stuck. After months of meetings, lots 
was discussed but a path forward was not clear.
– Group = Subject Matter Experts, not Project Management experts 

• The group was trying to improve the response to 
the community for better BH services

• Tidelands Health PI Team joined with “fresh 
eyes” & began to facilitate meetings for the group.

• Allowing a facilitator to lead the group
was critical to gaining momentum
– How to get started? What do we work on?  



Approach

• A skilled facilitator without bias can help
lead a group of Subject Matter Experts
to an optimal solution

• Perspective
– Servant leadership
– Facilitate – not the expert on the topic, expert on the methods to 

achieve the best result; engage everyone

• Use Quality methods and tools
to guide the journey



Quality Methods & Tools

• Lean – don’t let perfect get in the way of good
• Six Sigma – DMAIC methodology
• Brainstorm – gather ideas Silently and Aloud 
• Affinity groups – create topic areas by grouping 

ideas & naming the groups from brainstorming
• Inter-relationship Digraph – affinity headers 

placed around a “clock”, ID drivers & outcomes
– Focus on top 2 drivers, assign project groups

• A3 Thinking – 9-box document, order of 
operations (follows DMAIC) 



The “Holy Trinity”

“Holy Trinity”
in jambalaya

and
Native American 

agriculture 



The “Holy Trinity” for 
Solving Subjective Problems

• Brainstorm, Affinity, Inter-relationship Digraph



Brainstorming

• Don’t forget that it is a tool
– Common and basic but a great way to begin generating data

• Silent brainstorming using sticky notes
– Great way to engage everyone
– Quiet people participate and big personalities don’t dominate

• Make it time-bound
– Start with 5 minutes, creates some urgency but isn’t too long
– Be prolific – looking for large quantities of sticky notes
– Pay attention – if not much action clarify questions/directions
– Give extra time if needed

• Start getting the sticky notes on the wall



Affinity Groups

• At the conclusion of brainstorming, have all 
participants come to the wall of sticky notes

• The group works silently and individually to 
begin gathering the notes into “affinity groups” 
putting like notes near each other 
– There are no wrong answers here and there will be diverging ideas 

about groupings. Keep the group working silently. 

• Pay attention to progress, try to avoid directions
• Usually a 10 to 15 minute exercise



Affinity Groups

• Discuss the groupings with the team and quickly 
go over each note and why it’s in the group
– Seek clarification on sticky notes that are unclear and move if 

appropriate – occasionally make a second note to put into 
another group when the meaning was misinterpreted but 
important to capture

• Name the groups
– Very important to get correct. Use active listening and don’t 

guide the conversation.
– Headers should be understandable and relevant



Inter-relationship Digraph 

• With many items cluttering the landscape, this 
tool helps cut through the noise and identify the 
vital factors driving outcomes

• This is attribute data, subjective
• Mentality taxing, if you’re not “tired” at the end 

you didn’t participate enough
• Double check the affinity headers
• The first one is toughest 
• Very tedious 



Inter-relationship Digraph 

• Facilitator asks, “does this influence
that or does that influence this?”
– Can feel tedious 

• The resulting discussion of “which factor 
influences which factor” is the most valuable 
– Challenges current thinking
– Considers other points of view
– Clarifies what is important
– Changes people’s minds

• Good to use this tool when the
meeting is not time-bound



Inter-relationship Digraph 

• After the affinity exercise, an informal survey 
was taken asking the task force members what 
they thought would be the main drivers:

(Their response is bolded)

– Lack of Community Awareness
– Lack of Financial Resources
– Lack of Family Engagement
– Legal Justice Challenges and Constraints
– Lack of BH Clinician Capacity
– Lack of Inter-Agency Coordination
– Lack of Bed Capacity



ID Working Copy on Wall Prior to Event
This was the setting of the exercise; all Agencies 

that interfaced with Behavioral Health in 
Georgetown County were in the Courthouse 
determining what was driving the problem.



ID Exercise Results
Driver #1 - Lack of Interagency Coordination

Driver #2 - Lack of Community Awareness

• The 2 main drivers from the exercise  were 
categories that the group said they would’ve 
never originally picked to be the main drivers

• The 2 pre-exercise picks that were thought to be 
potential drivers ended up being “neutral”

• The drivers turned out to be under our control
– Example with an Unused Bed 

• bed was available and needed, other agency didn’t know capacity was 
available = inter-agency coordination, not lack of capacity

• community member didn’t know how to access the available 
bed = lack of community awareness, not lack of capacity



Inter-relationship Digraph 



ID Exercise Other Results 

• Main Driver -“Lack of Interagency Coordination”
• Next Driver – “Lack of Community Awareness”

– Only in arrow was from “Lack of Interagency Coordination”

• The two suspected drivers had a neutral impact
– Lack of Financial Resources and Lack of BH Clinician Capacity had 

some impact but were not the main drivers

• A few Headers were “linked” by activity
– Interagency Coordination drove Community Awareness which in turn 

drove Lack of Family Engagement

• There was one “Pure outcome”  
– Legal Justice Challenges and Constraints
– Must work on drivers to affect this outcome



A3 Thinking and 
Communication
• The two main drivers spawned A3’s
• The main group split up to work each A3
• Entire Group comes together and reviews the 

progress from both A3’s
• Updated A3’s serve as the main communication 

tool for each Agency to share internally
• A few participants asked for A3 training 

information to take back to their Agencies
• Half Day event planned



Impacts of Incorporating 
Quality
• Provided a methodology and a tool box to 

approach problem identification and solution
• Fact-based and data driven 
• Provides a structure to take the group out of 

“chaos” and lead them to “order”
• Creates a standard way to communicate what the 

Team is doing and how it is doing it
• Forms a project plan that can be communicated 

to the rest of the organization



Lessons Learned / 
Key Take-Aways 
• Expert Facilitation can make a difference
• The use of the 3 featured tools are a powerful 

combination, especially for attribute situations
• In situations where only subjective data is 

available, tools used in combination can multiply 
the solving power leading to driver identification

• Once problem drivers are known, work can begin 
on analysis and determining potential solutions

• Drivers may not be what was expected  
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